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ABSTRACT 
A closed-form finite series representation of the unique solution X of the matrix 
equation AX-XB=C is developed. Using this representation, the image, kernel, and 
rank of X are related to the controllable and unobservable subspaces of the (A, C) and 
(C, B) pairs respectively. Bounds on the rank of X are obtained in terms of the 
dimensions of these subspaces. In the case that C has unitary rank, an exact 
calculation of rank X is made. The generic rank of X with A, B fixed and C generic is 
evaluated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The matrix equation 
AX-XB=C (1) 
has been widely studied in both the pure and the applied mathematics 
literature [l-9]. The equation occurs frequently in control problems [lo], 
where the rank, image, and kernel of X are important design parameters, and 
the role of controllability and observability in the existence of full-rank 
solutions of (1) has been demonstrated in [lI] for the special case C square 
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and of unitary rank. The role of controllability in the Lyapunov equation 
which is related to (1) has also been established in [ 12]- [ 151. 
In the present paper we explore various properties of (1) by representing 
the solution X in the form 
X= i ; yiiAi-‘CB’-‘, (2) 
fz1 izzl 
Such a representation was developed for the case of the Lyapunov equation 
(B= -A* and C Hermitian) in [6] and in the general case in [B]. 
In the next section it is established that whenever (1) has a unique solution 
it can be represented in the form (2), and we show how the coefficients yii 
can be calculated. These results are used in the following section to bound the 
range, kernel, and rank of X in terms of the controllable and unobservable 
subspaces associated with (A, C) and (C, B) respectively. The next section 
treats the special case rank C= 1 when the rank of X can be calculated 
exactly. These results generalize some theorems of [ll]. In the final section we 
consider the generic solution X of (1) with A, B fixed and C generic and show 
that the bound previously given for rank X generically hold with equality, i.e. 
hold with equality for all C except possibly for those lying on a proper variety. 
NOTATION. In the sequel we shall consider A, B, C, and X to be m X m, 
n X n, m X n, and m X n matrices respectively with elements from the field IF, 
which can be real or complex. If T is a p X q matrix, Im T C iFp and Ker T C IF 4 
denote the image (column span) and kernel (null space) respectively of T, T’ 
is the transpose of T, and tii is the element in the ith row, jth column of T. I, 
is the p X p identity matrix; 0, x 4 is the p X 4 zero matrix, and simply 0 will be 
used when the dimensions are evident from the context. a(S) denotes the 
spectrum of S. The Kronecker product @ of P(rr Xra) and Q(si Xs,) is the 
rlsl X r,s, matrix defined by 
I 
PI,Q ... 
P@Q:= ; 
P,,,Q . . 
With A mXm and B n X n, standard terminology in control theory [lo] 
defines 
Im[C, AC,..., A”‘-%] CE’” 
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to be the controllable subspace of (A, C), and 
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= fi KerCB’-‘CIF” 
i=l 
to be the unobservable subspace of (C, B); and (A, C) [respectively (C, B)] is 
controllable [respectively obsemable] if the dimension of the controllable 
[respectively unobservable] subspace is m [respectively 01. Associated with 
the manic polynomial 6( h)=X’ + S,h’-’ + . . . + 6, we define the t X t compan- 
ion and upper Hankel matrices respectively: 
0 1 
Kg:= 
-6, . 
a*-* . 
Ha:= : 
4 1 
_I 0 
2. REPRESENTATION OF X 
Let 
0 . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
rank C=q, 
and make a full-rank factorization 
c= c,c; 
0 
4 1 
1 0 
. . 
. o_ 
with C, mX9 and Ck qXn. 
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THEOREM 1. Let 
AX-XB=C=C,C; (1) 
have a unique solution, and let a(X) and ,8(X) with degrees p and Y 
respectively be coprime manic polynomials such that 
a( A)C=O, (34 
c$(B)=O. (3b) 
Then the unique solution has the representation 
X= i 5 ~i,Ai-‘CB’-l 
jz1 j=l 
(24 
= c&AC,,..., [ A”-‘C,l[I’@J$] I (2b) 
where the matrix 
Yll ... Ylv 
r:= : 
[* -1 Ypl ... y!Jv (4) 
is the unique solution of 
K&FIx,=[l,O ).,. O]‘[l,O )... 01. (5) 
The proof is based on the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let a( A) and ,8(X) be manic polynomials with respective 
degrees I_L and v, satisfying (3). Then if r defined in (4) satisfies (5), X given 
by (2) satisfies (1). 
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Proof. For convenience of notation, define 
M,:=[C,,AC’,..., A’-%& 
C;, 
C;B 
NY:= . , 
so that (2) can be rewritten using (2b) and (4) as 
X=Mp(I’@ZI,)NV. 
Since C,, Ci are of full rank, (3) is equivalent to 
a(A)C,=O, 
C;,(B)=O. 
Noting that 
(6) 
(74 
(W 
@a> 
@b) 
and using (6), (8a) and (8b), we evaluate 
Now observe that 
C=CAC;=Mp[([l,O ,..., O]‘[l,O,...,O])@Z,]N,. 00) 
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Comparing (9) and (10) and noting that (5) implies 
(K&r-rKg)@.I,=([l,O )..., O]‘[l,O )..‘) o])cM,, 
we verify that 
AX-XB=C. n 
The next lemma relates to the solvability of (5) 
LEMMA 2. The equation 
K&Frq=[l,O )...) O]‘[l,O )...) o] (5) 
is consistent if and only if a(h) and p(X) are coprime. 
Proof. If a(X) and ,!3( X) are coprime, 
u(K;)na&)=0, 
and it is well known [2] that this guarantees consistency and even uniqueness 
of the solution r of (5). 
Now suppose that there exists a complex number t for which 
a(t)=fl(t)=O, 
and let 
$:=[I, t, t2 )...) F’], 
z+=[l, t,P )...) r-l]‘. 
Then 
vpz:, = tv; ) 
K, wt = tw, , 
and (5) implies 
u;(K&r-rKp)w,=uj[l,O )...) O]‘[l,O )...) o]w,, 
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or 
tv;rwt - tv;rw, = 1) 
which is inconsistent, since the left side is identically zero. Therefore (11) 
implies that (5) is inconsistent. n 
Proof of Theorem 1, When (1) has a unique solution, 
o(A)no(B)=0, 
and so coprime manic polynomials (u(h) and /3(h) satisfying (3) certainly exist 
[for instance a(X) and p(X) can be chosen to be the respective minimal 
polynomials (m.p.‘s) of A and B]. By Lemma 2 there exists (unique) I 
satisfying (5). Since (3) is satisfied, Lemma 1 now shows that the correspond- 
ing X of (2) indeed satisfies (1). n 
REMARK. This theorem shows that when (1) has a unique solution, the 
calculation of this solution can be reduced to the calculation of the solution l7 
of (5), which is a special case of (1). The representation (2) and an equation 
similar to (5) were developed in [8], in the special cases in which a(X) and 
/3(X) are characteristic or minimal polynomials of A and B respectively. The 
use of arbitrary coprime polynomials o(X) and /3(A) satisfying (3) permits a 
reduction in the number of terms in (2) and, in general, yields a tighter bound 
on the rank of X. Moreover, the use of the full-rank factorization C=C,CA 
ensures that 
Im[C,, AC,,..., AiCA] =Im[C, AC,. . . , A’C], j=O,l,Z )...) 
and 
h KerCkBj= fi KerCBj, k=O,1,2 ,..., 
i=O j=O 
and enables us to relate X explicitly to the controllable and unobservable 
subspace of (A, C) and (C, B) respectively. 
An expression for I, the solution of (5), is given below in Lemma 4. 
Alternative solutions of (5) have been given in [8], where the role of the 
resultant of cy and p is displayed. 
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To reduce the degrees of (Y and /3 satisfying (3) we use the following. 
LEMMA 3 (Antsaklis [16]). The respective manic polynomials a(X) and 
p(X) of lowest degrees for which 
a(A)C=O and Cp(B)=O 
hold are a*( X ) ana’ /3*(X ), the minimal polynomials of A, and B,‘, which 
denote respectively the restrictions of A and B’ to the controllable subspaces 
of (A,C) and (B’,C’). 
An explicit solution of (5) is now given. This formula will later be 
important in calculating the rank of X. 
LEMMA 4. The unique solution of (5), when it exists, is given by 
(a) when v>p, 
r-=-pa; o,x,-v~][“(KB)]-l’ 
(b) when p>v, 
Hfl 
r=[/qK&)]-’ ;-I-- . I 1 (P exv 
Proof. The equation (5) is (1) with 
A=K&, B=K,, 
02) 
(13) 
+L;;...j=l’ 0 .-* OlIl 0 .-* 01. (14) 
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To obtain (12) and (13) we first give an alternative solution of (1) developed 
in [4] and then make the substitution (14) in this solution. From (1) we have 
C,:=AOX-XB” =O, 
C,:=A’X-XB’=C, 
C,:=A2X-XB’=AC+CB, 
C,:=A3X-XB3 =A2C+ACB+CB2, (15) 
C,:=Akx-x&k i AP-‘CBk-P. 
p=l 
Multiplying (15) by the appropriate coefficients and summing, we have 
where a(h)=XP +a,A“-’ + . . ’ +a, and p(X)=Z +/?rhy-l+ . . . +& are 
the minimal polynomials of A and B. Assuming o(h) and /3(X) to be coprime, 
x=-[c,+a,c,_,+ -*+a,-lC,][a(B)]-l, (174 
X=[/3(A)]-'[Cv+&Cv-1+ ---+&,C,]. ow 
With C= C_&, it can be verified that 
C" = [CA, AC, ,..., A'-'CA][Q8Zq] , (184 
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and for Cp we have 
ci 
C;B 
CP=[C,,AC, ,..., A”-‘C#Ia@I,] . . 
CI;B’+ 
(18b) 
Now substituting (14) in (18) and (17) with 9= 1, noting that a(h) and P(h) 
are the respective m.p.‘s of KL and K,, and using (17a) for v>p and (17b) for 
p> v, we have (12) and (13). H 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF X 
Using the results of the previous section we can deduce the following 
properties when (1) has a unique solution. The simple proofs are omitted. 
THEOREM 2. Let (1) have the unique solution X. Then 
(a) Im XcImAC, AC,. . ., A”-‘Cl, 
(b) KerX> n KerC’B’-‘, 
i=l -- 
(c) rank X<min[m, n], where 
Z: =rank[ C, AC,. . . , A”-‘C], 
(1% 
n;=rank[C’, B’C’,. ..,(B’)“-‘C’]. 
REMARK. The role of controllability and observability in the solution of 
(1) is can also be seen by the following argument: Given A, B, C, there exist 
nonsingular matrices S and R such that 
B*:=R-lBR= B1 O 
[ 1 B3 B2 ’ 
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where C, is ZX E, (A,, C,) is controllable, and (B,, C,) is observable. If the 
equation (1) has a unique solution, 
has the solution 
21 xp! I 
lo IO 1 , 
where X, is the unique solution of 
A,X, -X,B, = C,. 
Now 
rankX=rankX=rankX,<min[E,i%]. 
COROLLARY (Theorem 2). Let (1) have the unique solution X. Then 
(a) The columns ofX are linearly independent only if n G m and (C, B) is 
observable. 
(b) The rows of X are linearly independent only if mt n and (A, C ) is 
controllable. 
(c) When m=n, X is invertible only if(A, C) is controllable and (C, B) 
is observable. 
Proof Follows directly from (19). n 
The bound given by Theorem 2 on the rank of X can be improved upon, 
and this is done in Theorem 3 below. 
THEOREM 3. Let p* and v* be the degrees of a* und /3* respectively, 
defaned as in Lemma 3, and let 
q:=min[p*, v*]. 
If(l) has the unique solution X, then 
rankX<min[r*, a*], (20) 
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r*:=rank[C, AC,... Aq-‘C], 
s*:=rank C’, WC’,... [ (B’)‘-‘C’]. 
Proof. From the Corollary, Theorem 1, 
C;, 
X=[C,, AC,,..., A’*-lCA][I’*@Zq] 
C;B 
c;;v*-l 
where r* is obtained by solving (5) with 
where 
and 
a(h)=a*(A)=X”‘+a:X”*-‘+ . . . +a;* 
#LqA)=P*(A)=X”’ +p;x*-’ + . . . +p;. 
Suppose now that v*>p*. From Lemma 4, 
r*=-[II,*) op*,(,*-d)][u*(Kp.)]-l. 
Let 
T* : = [ fL* ; q*x(“*-,r)], 
and noting that [a*( Kp*)] -’ is a polynomial in Kp*, let 
[a*(Kp*)]-l=P*(Kp*), 
where P*(h) is a polynomial. NOW 
I’*FJ~,=[T*P*(K~#~Z~ 
=[?‘*@Zq][P*(Kp.)%‘Iq]. 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
SOLUTIONOFAX-XB=C 
Since Kg* is a companion matrix, 
and so 
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Substituting (24), (23), and (22) in (21), we have 
X= -[CA, ACAp.., A’*-‘C~][‘I’*@Z,] 
(24) 
ci7 
= -[cA, AC, ,..., A”*-l~A][~a.@~,] 
CkB 
. [a*(~)]-‘, (25) 
C;B/+’ 
so that 
rank X<min(rank[ CA, AC,, . . . , A"-~c~], 
rank[C,, BC,,...,(B~)~*-'c,]). (26) 
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When p* >, v*, we have similarly 
G 
CiB 
X=[p*(A)]-‘[CA, ACA,...,Av*-1CA][Hpd8~q] . ) (27) 
_ CP’*-‘_ 
so that 
rankX<min(rank[CA, AC,,..., A’*-‘C,], rank[C,, B’C,,...,(B’)“*w’C,]). 
(28) 
Finally, using the fact that the ranks of the matrices in (26) and (28) do not 
alter when C’ and CA are replaced by C, we conclude that (20) holds. n 
REMARK. That the bound of Theorem 3 is indeed better than that of 
Theorem 2 can be seen from the following. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
B= 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 2 
I 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
c= 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
    0. !  
Then GY=4, G=4, and from Theorem 2, 
rank X<4. 
I 01100,  1  1 0 0 1 0 3I 
Now ~*=2, v*=3, and 77~2; r* and s* defined in Theorem 3 are now 
calculated to be 
r*=4, s*=3, 
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so that by (2), Theorem 2, 
rank X<3. 
Direct calculation yields 
x= I -32-l 1 00 1 -1 0 -1 00  0 
181 
which has rank equal to 3. It can be verified that if the m.p.‘s of A and B are 
used in place of a* and /?*, the bound (20) is 
rank X<4. 
4. THE SPECIAL CASE: Rank C= 1 
We turn now to the special case rank C= 1 and write 
c=c*c;, (29) 
where cA (ch) is a column (row) nonzero vector. This case is important 
because it often occurs in applications (for example in the design of observers 
for single-output linear systems [ 171) and also because the general solution can 
always be decomposed as a sum of elementary solutions, each corresponding 
to the rank-one case. 
In the rest of this section we consider C to be as in (29). 
Let a*(X) [respectively j?*(h)] be the minimal polynomial of c, [respec- 
tively cs] with respect to A [respectively B’], and let p*=degreea* and 
v*=degreep*. 
THEOREM 4. Zf (1) has the unique solution X and rank C= 1, then 
rankX=q*:=min[p*, v*], (30) 
where p*, v* can also he defined by 
EL * : =rank[ C, AC,. . . , A”-‘C], 
v*:=rank[C’, B’C’,...,(B’)“-‘C’]. 
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Furthermore, when v* >p*, 
Im X=Im[C, AC ,..., A”-‘C], 
and when p* > v*, 
KerX= fi KerCI?-‘. 
i=l 
Proof. Suppose v*>p*. From (25), with q=l, 
(32) 
[LY*(B)]-‘. 
(31) 
Since H,, is invertible and since the rows of 
are linearly independent when v * a~*, we have rank X=I_L*. Similarly, when 
~*zv*, (27) implies that rankX=v*, establishing (30). Now (31) and (32) 
follow immediately from (30) and Theorem 2(a) and (b) respectively. n 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4 is: 
COROLLARY (Theorem 4). If (1) has the unique solution X, rank C= 1, 
and m= n, then X is invertible if and only if (A, C) is controllable and (C, B) 
is observable. 
Proof. From (30), X is invertible if and only if 
p*zzy*=n=m, 
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and this implies and is implied by (A, C) controllable and (C, B) observable. 
n 
To complement the above results which assume the existence of a unique 
solution, we present the following important property of (I). 
THEOREM 5. Let rank C= 1, and assume that (A, C) is controllable and 
(C, B) is observable. Then if (1) is consistent, it has a unique solution. 
Proof. With C as in (29), let 
S: = [c,, Ac,, . . . , A+], (33) 
R:=[c,, B’c,,...,(B’)“-‘c,], (34) 
and note that S and R are invertible by hypothesis. The conclusion of the 
theorem now follows from application of Lemma 2 to the equation Ag--d~! 
=C with 
A:=S-~AS=K~ 
a, (35) 
&=RBR-‘=K,, (36) 
e:=s-‘CR-‘=[I,0 ,...) O]‘[l,O )...) 01. n (37) 
REMARK 1. The theorem is not valid in the general case; as an illustration 
consider (1) with 
REMARK 2. Theorems 4 and 5 generalize and clarify Theorem 1 of [ 111. 
Theorem ,5 establishes that the class of solutions referred to in Theorem 1 of 
[ 111 in fact collapses to a unique element. This is because, as shown in 
Theorem 5, consistency of (1) along with controllability of (A, C) and 
observability of (C, B) implies, in the case rank C= 1, that a( A) n a( B) = 0. 
We note also that the Corollary of Theorem 2 implies Theorem 3 of [ll]. 
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5. GENERIC RANK OF X 
In this section we let (1) have the unique solution X, and show that with A 
and B fixed, the bound given by Theorem 2(c) on the rank of X is satisfied 
with equality for “almost every” CE IF” Xn. To make this precise we shall use 
the concept of genericity as expounded in [lo, p. 281. List the entries 
(f,,..., f,) of the matrix C, and consider the N-tuple 
f:=(C):=(f,,...j-,)ElP, N=mn. 
Let qi(f, )...) fN), i=l,..., k, denote polynomials with coefficients in IF. 
DEFINITION [ 10, p. 281. V C F N is a variety if it is the locus of common 
zeros of a finite number of polynomials q,, . . . , \kk: 
v={f:~~(f,,...,f,)=O,i=1,2,..., k) 
With this definition the “almost every” terminology will be understood to 
have the following precise meaning: A property of or assertion regarding X 
will be said to hold for almost every C if it is valid for all f=(C) E IF N except 
those lying in a proper variety V C (F “'. 
THEOREMS. Let a(A)Oa(B)= 0 in (1). For almost euey CEF”‘““, the 
corresponding unique solution X has the property 
rank X=min[%, G], (38) 
where 
%: = rank[ C, AC,. . . , A-V], 
n:=rank[C’, BV,...,(B’)“~‘C’]. 
The proof will depend on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. For almost every (F, lj, F61FqXm, lEIFqX’, 
rank[C,, AC’,..., A~-~C~] 
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Dually, for aZmost every (t’,G), tE(FqX’, GE[FnXQ, 
c;, t ‘C;, 
CLB t’C;( B+GC;,) 
rank . = rank (49) 
C;IB”-’ t’C;(B+GC;,)“-’ 
Proof. Let 
rank[C,, AC,,..., Am-lCA]=~. 
For (39) to fail, every s X s minor of the matrix on the right-hand side of (39) 
must be zero. Each such minor is a polynomial in the elements of F and I, and 
the lemma is proved if it is shown that not every such polynomial is 
identically zero. For this it suffices to produce a particular (F*, Z*) such that 
The existence of such an (F*, I*) is guaranteed by [lo, Theorem 5.2, p. 1051, 
and this proves (39). The proof of (40) is analogous. n 
Proof of Theorem 6. From Theorem 2, 
-- 
Let ji: =min[m, n]. For the rank of X to be less than p, every PXp minor on 
the right side of (41) must be zero. With A, B fixed, each such minor is a 
polynomial in the entries of (C)=(fi . . .f,), and so (38) fails for those 
(C)=( fi * . .fn) lying in the variety defined by the common locus of these 
polynomials. To prove that this variety is proper is equivalent to showing that 
not every polynomial defining the variety is identically zero. For this, it 
suffices to produce a particular C* for which the corresponding solution X* of 
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(1) satisfies 
rank X* ‘6. 
This will now be done constructively. 
Lemma 5 guarantees that for almost every (F*, Z*) and (t’*, G*) such that 
c*z* #O, t*c;, #O, 
fiI=rank[C,Z*,(A+C,F*)C~L*,...,(A+C~F*)”-’CAZ*], (42a) 
n=rank[CBt*,(B’+C,G’*)C,t*,...,(B’+C~G’*)”-’C~t*]. (42b) 
In addition, since a( A)no( B)= 0, the (F, G) pairs for which CJ( A + 
CAF) fl a(B+ GCA)# 0 lie in a proper variety. Using the fact that the 
intersection of two proper varieties is also a proper variety, we are guaranteed 
that (F*, G*, I*, t*) can be picked to satisfy (42) as well as 
u(A+CAF*)na(B+G*Cf,)= 0. (43) 
Consider now the equation 
(A+C’F*)z*-z*(B+G*C;)=C,Z*t’*C;. (44) 
Since rank C,Z*t*‘CL = 1, we have from Theorem 4 and (42) that 
rank X* =min[E, E] : =fi. (45) 
Subtracting (1) from (45), 
A(X*-XX*)-(X*-X*)B=C,Z*t*‘C;,-C*+X*G*C;,-C,F*X*, (46) 
where X* denotes formally the solution of (1) with C=C*. Pick 
C* : =C,Z*t*‘C;, +8*G*C;, - C,F*ri*, 
so that (46) becomes 
A(X*-X*)-(XT*-X*)B=O. 
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Since o(A)~\cr(B)= 0, we have 
and so, from (46), 
rankX*=$=min[E,E]. 
This proves that (38) holds for all C except those lying in a proper variety. n 
COROLLARY (Theorem 6). For almost every C E IF m Xn, the corresponding 
unique solution X of (1) has the property 
rank X=min[m, n]. 
Proof. When m<n, it is easily proved that for almost every C, (A, C) is 
controllable and 
so that, generically, 
rankX=m=min[m, n]. (47) 
Similarly, (47) also holds when n&m. n 
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